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Abstract
Byte-addressable non-volatile memory technology is emerging as an alternative for DRAM for main memory. This new Non-Volatile Main Memory (NVMM) allows programmers to store data persistently in memory instead of in files, thereby providing a substantial performance boost. However, persistency programming is complex and it is difficult to achieve good performance. In this talk, I will discuss persistency and security challenges that arise with non-volatile main memory. First, we describe how persistency programming can be achieved using write-ahead logging based transactions. We implement several common data structures and kernels and evaluate the performance overhead incurred over traditional non-persistent implementations. In particular, we find that logging code produces significant overheads. While logging can be performed in hardware, a hardware approach unnecessarily restricts the number and size of durable transactions. We propose a software-supported hardware logging that remove the limitations, but at the same time perform as well as hardware logging. Then, I will present Lazy Persistency, a software technique that allows code to run free of logging and persist barrier overheads. Upon a crash, checksum is used to detect persistency failure and re-execute code that failed to persist. Lazy Persistency achieves performance comparable to native execution and does not require hardware instruction support or any persistency models, hence it can be readily deployed. Finally, I will talk about how memory encryption and integrity verification are difficult to achieve with NVMM, and present a few methods to mitigate the high performance overheads.
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